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       When I was 16, I discovered jazzercise. And I thought it was the
greatest thing since peanut butter and jelly. 
~Lisa Rinna

I love my shoulders; they're strong. I like the way they move, and I like
the way they look in clothes. 
~Lisa Rinna

So long as I get some sleep and get to take care of myself and eat
healthy and that sort of thing, I'm OK. I'm not out there digging ditches
and it's not brain surgery. 
~Lisa Rinna

I have two children, and they know that I never pass up a piece of cake,
ever. 
~Lisa Rinna

Love is all there is. That I know to be absolutely true. 
~Lisa Rinna

I never had a career before I had the lips, so my lips have had their own
career! 
~Lisa Rinna

Just like I believe God is everywhere, I believe that whether it's nature,
whether it's sitting on a bike in spin class, that can be church, too, for
me. 
~Lisa Rinna

I find that we must be careful not to judge or weigh in on anything other
than ourselves. I am living and learning this still! 
~Lisa Rinna

If we don't figure out global warming, we're not going to be able to be
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here. 
~Lisa Rinna

I've got really good people around me, and I feel really blessed to get to
do everything I get to do, so to me it's a joy. 
~Lisa Rinna

Yeah, that's a luxury to be able to go to a two-hour yoga class!
Sometimes I'll just get on the floor and do it for five, ten minutes.
Whatever you can get, you just do it. 
~Lisa Rinna

I dabble in all kinds of spirituality. I studied Kabbalah for over ten years,
and you know it's all basically the same. 
~Lisa Rinna

When you pick a career like acting, it's challenging, but it's a lesson
every time you put yourself out there. I wouldn't change it for the world -
I love what I learn every single day. 
~Lisa Rinna

If I just take an hour yoga class, I will come out differently than I went
in. 
~Lisa Rinna

Everything in my life has been challenging but rewarding. 
~Lisa Rinna

I want to live the next chapter in my life without my lips as my defining
characteristic. 
~Lisa Rinna
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